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Clockwise from left: A voter casts her ballot (Photo: ACE); Iraqi security forces maintain a 
cordon around a Telkaif polling centre (Photo: UNPO); voters await a security check before 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
On January 31st, 2009, Iraqis cast their ballots for the third time since the fall of Saddam Hussein. The 
last provincial and parliamentary elections, held in 2005, were marred by violence that fuelled the onset 
of civil war.  

In stark contrast, the lead-up to, and execution of, the 2009 provincial elections has been characterised 
by relative stability and great optimism on the part of Iraqi voters. Electoral candidates displayed new 
confidence, campaigning under their own names and distributing election posters bearing their 
photographs for the first time.  

The joint UNPO-ACE Observation Mission (OM) was deployed in the Nineveh Plain region of Nineveh 
Province, north west of Baghdad. This region is the only area in Iraq where neither Sunnis, Shiites nor 
Kurds form the majority population. Instead the area is populated by Chaldo-Assyrians, Yezidis, 
Turkmen and Shabaks.  

In 2005 the area suffered from widespread polling irregularities, so much so that an international 
observer presence was deemed necessary in 2009. Disconcertingly, the UNPO-ACE team learnt that 
they were the only international observation mission present in the entire, hotly contested, province. 

This report outlines the findings and observations made by the OM over the course of five days spent in 
the Nineveh Plain area.  It has been compiled using interviews, observations, and direct assessments of 
polling centre practice on the day of voting. 

The OM observed irregularities and malpractice which are described in full in this report. Taken 
individually, these observations may not generate cause for concern, but collectively they pose questions 
about the coherence and consistency of the electoral process and its implementation.  

Several issues detailed in the report also have the capacity to call into question the legitimacy of voting 
procedures in some polling centres. These issues include possible ballot box tampering, improper 
handling of sensitive materials and widespread confusion regarding voting for Internally Displaced 
Persons (IDPs).  

But it is not intended that this report underestimate the obstacles that have been overcome to achieve 
such remarkable progress over the course of just four years.  

The OM therefore congratulates the Iraqi Independent High Electoral Commission (IHEC) for 
surmounting the logistical challenges of coordinating voting in fourteen of eighteen provinces across the 
country.  

As a result of the IHEC’s efforts over the past months, the optimism displayed by so many Iraqis prior to 
the elections appears to have been in good faith. The OM therefore hopes that the concerns raised 
within this report will be thoroughly addressed by IHEC in the same spirit. 
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INTRODUCTION                                                                IMPORTANCE OF THE ELECTIONS                                                                 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
In 2005, Iraqis cast their vote in open polls for the first time in decades. Nonetheless, the international 
community’s eagerness to project an image of a fledgling democracy somewhat camouflaged the 
boycotts, violence and polling irregularities that prevented many from casting their ballots.  

The results were skewed in favour of large and wealthy Islamic parties that had been operating for many 
years outside the country with access to substantial campaign - and bribery - funds. Many felt the 
winning parties were little more than proxy parties for the occupying Coalition Forces. Nine major 
instances of violence led to the deaths of at least 44 people. These deaths went some way to justify the 
Sunni Arab boycott, allegedly on grounds of insufficient voter safety.  

Four years later the situation is very different. The international community took a back seat as the Iraqi 
IHEC undertook the logistical challenge of coordinating voting in 14 of Iraq’s 18 provinces. Almost 15 
million Iraqis registered to cast their vote.  In all, 14,428 candidates, including nearly 4,000 women, 
campaigned hard for 440 seats.  

A second round of elections is a better indication of whether democracy has truly taken root. In another 
about-turn, Sunni Arabs have been amongst the most vigorous and enthusiastic campaigners in 2009. 
As a result of their boycott in 2005, Kurds amassed the lion’s share of votes in the majority Sunni Arab 
Nineveh Province, in spite of the fact that demographically, Kurds represent less than a third of the 
population. The Sunni Arabs are eager to redress the paradox of a province whose majority religious and 
ethnic group enjoys next to no representation. Equally, the Kurds know an outcome similar to that in 
2005 is unfeasible but their efforts to minimise their losses has turned the region into a key battleground.  

The stakes have also increased for several reasons. First, those elected to provincial councils will hold 
the keys to federal funds and decide where vital resources are channelled. Increasing the inclination to 
decentralize power away from Baghdad will expand regional administrative duties and obligations, 
meaning that provincial polls in 2009 are more important than ever before. Second, a strong Kurdish 
voice in regional affairs may facilitate the long-running drive by the Kurdistan Regional Government 
(KRG) to incorporate vital border areas into their territory.  

Trapped in the figurative and geographical centre are many of Iraq’s minority groups.  The largest 
concentration of minority communities are found in the three districts that form the Nineveh Plain that 
borders official Iraqi Kurdistan. It is the last geographical area in Iraq in which neither Arabs nor Kurds 
make up the majority. Despite this, the territory is claimed by the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) 
and vehemently defended by Sunnis. One might imagine that two such super minorities would pander to 
these groups of Chaldo-Assyrians, Yezidis and Shabaks to win their votes and strengthen their own 
campaign. Instead, it is believed that tens of thousands of people in Nineveh province alone were 
prevented from voting in 2005. Major polling irregularities occurred, as reported by the US State 
Department in their 2005 Human Rights Country Report for Iraq: 

“In the January elections, many of the mostly non-Muslim residents 
on the Nineveh Plain were unable to vote. Some polling places did 
not open, ballot boxes were not delivered, and incidents of voter 
fraud and intimidation occurred. These problems resulted from 
administrative breakdowns on voting day and the refusal of Kurdish  
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 IMPORTANCE OF THE ELECTIONS                                                                         INTRODUCTION 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

security forces to allow ballot boxes to pass to predominantly 
Christian villages.”1 

 

The very diverse nature of the region provides an ideal setting for democracy but is instead 
understandably fraught with tension.  Sunni Arabs, Kurds, Assyrians, Yezidis, Shabaks and Turkmen all 
aim to maximize their influence. In light of the political power at stake and the distrust and resentment 
spawned by the problems in 2005, the 2009 elections are exceptionally significant for the residents in 
this region. 

 

                                                            

1 US State Department, Country Reports on Human Rights Practices: Iraq, 2005, retrieved 9 February 2009, 
<http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2005/61689.htm>. 
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INTRODUCTION                                                                            OBSERVATION MISSION  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

The joint UNPO-ACE election Observation Mission (OM), was deployed in Tellkaif district and Al 
Hamdaniya district, two of the three districts that make up the Nineveh Plain. The OM focused on this 
area for two main reasons:  
 
• IHEC officials in Baghdad confirmed that no other international observer mission was scheduled to be 

deployed in the area.  
 

• In view of polling irregularities in Tellkaif and Al Hamdaniya in 2005, the OM concluded that these 
districts necessitated the presence of neutral international observers.  

 
Prior to election day, the OM met with representatives of the two minority slates, Ishtar and Al Rafidain, 
both representing Assyrian minority interests. The OM also had the chance to speak with a 
representative of the Shabak slate via telephone.  
 
The OM would have liked to have met with more representatives but time constraints, security concerns 
and curfew regulations in the days leading up to the election impeded such efforts.  
 
The OM visited eight different polling stations on election day, January 31st 2009: 
 
 

Bozan Polling Centre 314007 Batnaya Polling Centre 313008 

Alqush Polling Centre 314009 Qaraqosh Polling Centre 319004 

Telkaif Polling Centre 313011 Qaraqosh Polling Centre 319012 

Telkaif Polling Centre 313010 Karmlesh Polling Centre 325003 

 
The OM had also the chance to inspect preparations in the following two centres the evening before 
election day:  

 
Alqush Centre 314001 Alqush Centre 314009 

 
The OM was also present to observe the counting of IDP ballot papers in the University of Dohuk the day 
after election day. 
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POSITIVE FINDINGS                                                                                                  OBSERVATIONS 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 

1. The campaign period was generally conducted in a free and fair fashion with great optimism 
displayed by many eligible voters. 
 

In the lead-up to elections, people talked enthusiastically about the prospects for a more democratic 
Iraq.   In achieving this, the election was often referred to as a vital milestone.  
 
The elections have provided a platform for open debate and discussion across the country. Bright 
campaign posters were plastered over walls and buildings and even seen papered across road signs. 
Our discussions and interviews with Iraqis in the area made evident that many political rallies had been 
held by different slates. Television channels provided extensive coverage of debates, rallies and 
discussions prior to election day and as a sign of an increasingly open process, broadcast public 
phone-in programmes for those with concerns or complaints in the hours after the polls closed.  

Significantly, campaign posters papered around every town, city and village displayed the names and 
photos of each nominee for the first time. This open-list system allows voters to choose a party and 
also indicate the individual they would like to lead it. It is a system that was not used in 2005 for fear of 
violent reprisals against those running. The fact that candidates can campaign publicly in 2009 is 
evidence itself of both better national security and the widespread optimism that has infused these 
elections.  

 
 
 

2. Voter education was widespread and effective 
 
The OM learnt that IHEC materials in both Arabic and Kurdish describing how to vote had been widely 
distributed by NGOs, political slates and women’s groups. Iraqi television also broadcast regular 
programmes with step-by-step instructions on how to vote. The OM was also told that IHEC officials 
had held information gatherings ahead of the elections. Many remarked on the tangible contrast 
between public understanding of the electoral process between the 2003 and the 2009 elections: 
 

“Since 2003, there has been a new awareness amongst all people. People 
are getting together to talk about the elections, to talk about politics...Even 
simply knowing where to vote is an improvement. Awareness of difference 
between parties has also increased. The parliamentary elections later this 
year will also be better. Progress is constantly being made.” 
Mr Aswan, Manager of the Chaldean Cultural Centre, Alqush. 
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OBSERVATIONS                                                                         POSITIVE FINDINGS  

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Security measures deployed in and around polling centres have proved effective. 
Security measures deployed in and around polling centres proved effective. The OM found no cases of 
violence in the mission areas observed. Security was very well organized around each polling centre 
including an outer ring of soldiers and an inner ring of policemen. Cars were prohibited from driving any 
closer than 100 metres to polling centres. Each person entering the station was searched by military 
officials and/or centre officials. In light of a recent rise in female suicide bomb attacks, women too were 
thoroughly searched. In the majority of stations, voters had to leave mobile phones and electrical 
equipment at a desk at the entrance to the centre. Male and female queue controllers were present to 
regulate the flow of voters. 
 
 
 
4. Distribution of sensitive and non-sensitive materials was conducted on time and polling 

centres were generally well organized. 
Election organization has been very good in general. The OM visited two polling centres during the set-
up period on the evening of 30 January 2009 and could report no irregularities. All material was present 
and the managers of the polling centres were fully aware of the importance of security for the sensitive 
materials left in the centres overnight. Both polling stations were guarded overnight by large numbers of 
volunteers. In Alqush Polling Station 314001 we spoke to one Iraqi Army soldier, normally stationed in 
Baghdad who had been deployed in the area for the six days leading up to election day in order to 
ensure the security of polling centres, materials and staff. No major complaints were heard about the 
timing of material distribution.  
 
 
 
5. Retention of Electoral Staff ensures continuity and sustainability of the process. 
The OM noted a number of polling centres where electoral staff had participated in previous elections.  
The retention of such experienced staff represents an encouraging commitment to the electoral process.  
It also demonstrates a level of continuity and accumulated knowledge that will be crucial in combating 
instance of electoral malpractice.  To ensure that this experience is not lost should be a key concern for 
the IHEC. 
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 MAJOR CONCERNS                                                                                  OBSERVATIONS 

______________________________________________________________ 

 
1.1 Pre-election campaigning 
Whilst not on a scale comparable to the corruption encountered in the run-up to the 2005 elections, 
the OM did however receive reports of vote-buying.  While these could not be substantiated due to 
constraints of time and resource, subsequent investigations by the Assyria Council of Europe 
revealed instances of malpractice.2 

On Monday 26 January Mr. Amin Farhan Jajjo, a member of the Iraqi parliament and leader of the 
Yezidi Movement for Reform and Progress told journalists in Baghdad that members of his family who 
live in the predominantly Yezidi district of Shekhan in the Nineveh province were harassed by 
Peshmerga forces after his party had filed a formal complaint to IHEC concerning violations to the law 
on elections by officials of the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP).  According to Mr. Farhan, KDP 
officials put posters for the Kurdish Nineveh slate on Iraqi military vehicles and deployed Iraqi soldiers 
during their political rallies.3 

The OM was able to talk on the phone to Mr. Hunain Al Qaddo, member of the Iraqi parliament and 
leader of the Shabak Democratic Assembly. Mr. Al Qaddo told the OM of pressure being placed on 
the Shabak community to vote for particular political slates. Mr. Al Qaddo said his group has filed 
formal complaints with the IHEC office in Mosul concerning the violations but he expressed low hopes 
of seeing IHEC deal with the issue.  

During a meeting between the OM and party workers of the Assyrian Democratic Movement (ADM) 
allegations were also made of campaigning having been made inside public buildings such as 
churches.  Whilst no photographic or corroborative evidence was available, such activity would 
contravene Section 3 Item 2 of the IHEC’s Regulation No. 4 of 2008. 
 
The OM was informed by a political entity agent that at least one complaint regarding the pre-election 
period was submitted to the IHEC offices in Mosul.  In this case, the complaint was received but 
without any form of receipt being issued by the IHEC. The failure to provide a receipt made the 
complaint essentially untraceable and raised serious concerns about voter confidence in some of the 
IHEC’s procedures. 
 

 
1.2 Transport of voters 
The OM received allegations from one voter indicating that a political slate had provided transport for 
those wishing to vote on the condition that they cast their votes in favour of the political slate.  The 
claim could not be substantiated or disproved by the OM while it was present in the region.  

 

 
 
 

                                                            

2 Yakouk, Afram, Violations and other threats against Assyrians during pre-election period in Nineveh Plain, Assyria Council of 
Europe, January 2009, retrieved 9 February 2009, <http://www.assyriacouncil.eu/resources/Pre-
election+violations+against+Assyrians+2009.pdf>  
3 Assyrian International News Agency, Yezidi Minority Accuses Kurdish Party of Violations Ahead of Elections, 27 January 
2009, retrieved 9 February 2009, <http://www.aina.org/news/20090126182417.htm> 
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OBSERVATIONS                                                                                      MAJOR CONCERNS  

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

1.3 Insufficient materials 
1.3.1. Ballot papers 

Whilst the OM did not encounter any instances of ballot paper shortages during their visits to polling 
centres, subsequent conversations revealed cases where voters had to be turned away from polling 
centres after ballot papers ran out. 

1.3.2 Ballot stamps 
In one polling centre, the last minute additional of two IDP polling stations to the centre created problems 
for election officials. Additional ballot papers and election materials had been forwarded to the polling 
centre, but this had not included additional ballot paper stamps.  As a result, two polling stations had to 
share a single ballot paper stamp.  One additional problem this created was that the Ballot Issuer was on 
occasion preparing more than one ballot paper in advance.  This is contrary to the IHEC guidelines and 
raises the prospect of potential malpractice.   

 
1.3.3 Complaint Form 110 
An important shortcoming in some centres was a failure to ensure the availability of Complaint Form 
110.4  Rarely were the forms visibly available in polling stations, and in some cases there were kept in 
polling centres rather than each poling station. Reference was however made to them in IHEC posters 
placed within polling stations. Electoral staff explained that the missing forms had either not been 
delivered, that there were insufficient forms, or that they were expected to be delivered during the course 
of election day.5  In the latter instance, the OM was informed that the envelopes for such forms were 
present however.  Where the forms were present, they were freely shown to the OM on request.  

 
 

1.4 Role of political entity observers 
The OM noted that political entity observers appeared to be largely passive actors in the electoral 
process.  While this permitted election officials to remain focussed on their tasks, the OM observed that 
few, if any, objections were raised by political entity observers when prospective voters were turned 
away from polling stations.  

 
 

1.5 Ballot paper printing error 
While visiting one polling centre, the OM was informed that a printing error in the polling station lists 
appeared to have omitted approximately 50-60 names from the list. This was noted at approximately 
11.20am.  These names were however present on the central voter list. The OM was unable to check 
whether this number had increased as the day had gone on.     
 
1.6 Head of family voting requirement 
Significant numbers of prospective voter found themselves unable to vote when unaccompanied by the 
head of their families under whose name their voter registration was lodged.   

                                                            

4 Complaint Form 110 provides voters and political entity observers with a mean of lodging complaints regarding the electoral 
process in a particular polling station. 
5 The OM was informed by a Polling Station Manager that he had only received four complaint forms for a polling centre that 
comprised six polling stations. 
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MAJOR CONCERNS                                                                                 OBSERVATIONS 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 

1.7 IDP voter registration forms 
Arriving at one polling centre, the OM encountered over one hundred IDP voters who had been 
turned away from the polling centre after being told that they could not vote because they lacked the 
necessary documentation.  

In another case, one voter was turned away from a polling station having been told that her IDP 
voter registration papers had not been properly issued.  The OM was not able to corroborate this 
statement, but if correct it represents a major shortcoming which in this case resulted in one voter 
and a further ten family members being unable to cast their votes. 

 
 

1.8 Sealed ballot box 
The OM received reports of a ballot box in one polling station being sealed before the close of voting 
at the amended deadline of 6.00pm.  It proved to be the only ballot box the OM encountered in the 
polling centre to have been sealed before the close of voting.  The election officials within the polling 
centre and polling station stated that the decision had been taken after ballot papers ran out in the 
polling station.  On inspection however, the OM were able to see at least six pads of ballot papers.  
(For more details on this incident, please refer to Appendix A: Batnaya Case Study). 

 
 

1.9 Lodging of complaints 
In addition to a lack of Complaint Form 110 in some polling stations (see 1.2.3 Complaint Form 110), 
some political entity observers were informed that they could not lodge complaints about elements 
of the electoral process if they believed there to have been misconduct.  In one case an eligible 
voter informed the OM that they had been told by election officials that they could not use Complaint 
Form 110. They were told, incorrectly, that the form was intended for political entity observers only.  
The OM believes this represents a deficiency in the training of both election officials and political 
entity observers. 

 
 

1.10 Security of sensitive materials 
The security of sensitive electoral materials was generally very good but one instance generated 
significant concern amongst the OM. 
 
1.10.1 Ballot papers 
The transparent bags designated for excess ballot papers proved to be too small where there were large 
numbers of such ballot papers.  In one such instance, two bags had to be used and sealed using brown 
plastic adhesive tape.  While representing the best efforts of the electoral staff it nevertheless left such 
ballot papers open to the risk of misuse.   
 
1.10.2 Ballot stamp 
At the close of voting in one polling station it was noted by the OM that sensitive electoral items had 
been left unattended and that the ballot stamp appeared to be missing.  On making enquiries, the OM 
learned that it had been kept in the handbag of an electoral official.   
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OBSERVATIONS                                                                                     MAJOR CONCERNS  

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

1.11 Ballot box serial number plaques 
During ballot counting, the OM noted at least two ballot boxes that did not have the prescribed IHEC 
plaque and were instead marked with a handwritten A4 sheet of paper fixed to the ballot box.  While the 
information on the plaque was complete and the OM was permitted to note these details the incident 
does raise questions regarding the integrity of the electoral management, the security of ballot boxes, 
and their subsequent validity in cases such as these. 
 
 
1.12    Communication between IHEC centres 
The level of coordination between IHEC administrative centres and polling centres varied considerably 
and appeared reactive to last minute events in some instances (see 1.15 Curfews). 

One polling centre was informed of the need to establish an additional two IDP polling stations at very 
short notice.  While additional election materials were dispatched by the IHEC they did not include ballot 
paper stamps and this subsequently hampered the electoral process in at least two polling stations (see 
1.2.2 Ballot stamps).  In addition, the OM received reports that other polling centres had also received 
insufficient election materials, such as ballot papers.   

Erratic communication between IHEC polling centres also led to confusion at some polling stations.  In 
one instance this resulted in some voters being told that they could not cast their votes due to insufficient 
documentation, then to be told that their votes could be cast, before finally being told that they could not, 
after all, cast votes in the polling station. 
 
 
1.13    IDP voting 
Many of the shortcomings detailed above had a direct and negative affect on IDP voters and their 
participation in the democratic process. Many different aspects, ranging from the IDP registration period 
to ballot paper shortages compounded dissatisfaction among many IDP voters that the OM encountered 
during its visits to polling centres.   

Tellingly, one Polling Centre Coordinator told the OM that he believed his polling centre had encountered 
no problems with voting primarily because it had not included an IDP polling station. 

IDP voters appeared to have been turned away from some polling centres after being told that they were 
not eligible to vote.  The OM was unable to substantiate all these claims but the number of informal 
complaints indicate that improvements could be made in the registration and administration of IDP 
voters.   

One effect of the dissatisfaction with the IDP voting procedures has been to encourage a backlash 
against parties or ethnic groups perceived to be frustrating the right of IDPs to vote.   

During its visits to the polling centres, the Observation Mission (OM) noted minor procedural differences 
and varying interpretations of IHEC guidelines.  The variances observed were not cause for individual 
concern in the majority of cases. But taken collectively they indicated organizational weaknesses that 
could permit malpractice to take place.   
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OTHER CONCERNS                                                                                       OBSERVATIONS 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Such variances also demonstrated that improvements could be made to the training programmes 
undertaken by electoral staff and political entity observers.  Listed below are instances of inconsistencies 
encountered by the OM:  

 
 

1.1 Curfews 
According to media reports, curfews were expected to be in place from the evening on the day before 
Election Day but conflicting information was soon circulating concerning the curfew. Some local people 
understood that no one would be allowed to drive or walk, while others believed that the curfew would 
only be imposed between borders of provinces, while others maintained that there would be no curfew at 
all. Conflicting information concerning the curfew could even be found on Iraq television channels during 
the evening before Election Day.  Beyond the logistical difficulties this presented it was unclear whether 
this had an effect on voter turnout during Election Day. 

 
 

1.2 Security checks 
Security in the observed polling centres proved tight, with an average of three body searches performed 
on voters and observers before entry.  Official posters clearly illustrated that cameras, recording 
equipment, mobile telephones, and firearms would not be permitted within polling centres. 
 
Nevertheless, members of the OM found the retention of mobile phones, cameras, and laptops 
inconsistent across the area under observation.  Bags containing cameras were not always searched or 
retained. Some officials told the OM that they had received orders from IHEC in Mosul to permit the 
entrance of observers with cameras, but in other polling centres no reference was made to such orders 
and cameras were retained by security personnel. 

The OM also found security overly stringent in some instances.  One member of the OM was prohibited 
from entering one polling station with pens and notepaper.  The retention of pens by security personnel 
was also encountered by other members of the OM and no explanation was given to explain why this 
policy was being followed. 

 
 

1.3 Registration of observers 
The OM also found differences in the official logging of their presence in several polling centres.  Whilst 
in all cases international election observer passes were visually checked, the information that was 
logged in polling station journals varied substantially.   

Identification numbers were noted in almost all instances but photographic identification was checked in 
only one case.  Nor were all members of the OM required to sign the polling station journal.  In another 
instance, the OM noted that a Polling Station Manager had placed his signature against the names of 
observers entered into the polling station journal.  No signatures from observer or political entity agents 
were evident. 

It also emerged that whilst passes should have been signed by OM team members, this had been 
carried out by an IHEC official in Erbil.  No intentional malpractice is believed to have been  
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OBSERVATIONS                                                                                       OTHER CONCERNS                                                                              
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
intended but as a consequence the signatures examined by the election observation team did not match 
those on the passes.  On no occasion was this challenged by electoral staff in polling centres.   

 
 
1.4 Admittance of observers 

There were instances of confusion in some polling stations where officials believed observers could only 
be permitted access when the station opened for public voting at 7.00am on the morning of the election 
day.6 

Despite this misunderstanding, officials deferred to the OM and permitted entry, although the OM believe 
that a political entity observer may have been refused entry while these discussions were taking place 
within the polling station.  

 
 

1.5 Arrangement of voting booths 
Voting booths were carefully arranged in all polling stations observed.  The only concern to emerge from 
the OM’s visits involved one polling station where voting booths had been placed with their backs facing 
uncovered windows.  Although no-one was seen to be standing or walking by these windows, in the 
context of alleged pre-election voter intimidation and voters’ inexperience with the electoral process, this 
was a cause for potential concern. 

 
 

1.6 Display of candidate and electoral information 
The display of candidate and electoral information was very good across the range of polling centres 
observed by the OM.  However two instances were found in one polling centre where the names of 
approximately 5-10 candidates had been partially obscured by adhesive tape used to fix posters to a 
wall. 

Many polling stations also appeared to lack sufficient numbers of the candidate listing posters.  As a 
result, some posters had to be shared between voting booths, something that may have had a marginal 
effect on the level of voter privacy. 

 
 

1.7 Ballot box seals 
Ballot boxes were secured using five numbered green seals.  Four green seals to secure the lid to the 
box, and a further seal to secure the ballot box voting slot.  It was noted that in at least one polling 
station consecutively numbered seals were used on a ballot box, but this was not a practise that was 
universally followed.   

                                                            

6 “Observers may enter a polling centre from the time the polling staff arrive, until completion of the counting process, and 
packing and handover of materials.”, Independent High Electoral Commission, Polling And Counting Procedures For The 
Governorate Council Elections, (undated), p. 10, retrieved 9 February 2009, <http://www.uniraq.org/documents/Electoral 
040109/IHEC%20%20Polling%20and%20Counting%20Procedures%20-%20Text%20Only.pdf>. 
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The ballot box seals proved difficult for some electoral officials to secure, with the result that one ballot 
box was secured, but only loosely.  The OM did not observe whether this was corrected at a point later in 
the Election Day or if it would permit ballots to be removed or inserted.  Although none was witnessed, it 
did raise the potential for malpractice. 

During the counting of ballots, the OM observed that a number of ballot boxes were seen to have broken 
seals, with sometimes two out of four seals securing the ballot box lid having been broken.  Electoral 
officials explained that many seals had been broken while ballot boxes were in transit from polling 
centres to the branch centre.  

 
 

1.8 Casting of electoral staff ballots 
In one polling station there seems to have been confusion over the procedure for the casting of electoral 
staff members’ ballots.  The IHEC guidelines recommend that “Polling staff should cast their vote just 
before 7.00am before voters enter the polling station”.7 .  But in this instance such votes were cast after 
the opening deadline of 7.00am had passed.  This did not appear to affect the operation of the polling 
centre which had only a small number of voters present at this time. 

 
 

1.9  Queue control 
The effectiveness of queue control varied considerably between the polling centres visited by the OM.   
Generally, the OM found that polling centres serving internally displaced persons (IDPs) suffered from 
poor queue control.  Typically this resulted in long queues developing and courtyards becoming filled 
with people.  In these cases, the proscribed circular movement of voters into and out of the polling centre 
appears to have failed or been under pressure due to the number of voters or insufficient numbers of 
Queue Controllers. The situation was exacerbated in one polling centre where the decision had been 
taken to place two polling centres in one school.  This appeared to have been an issue chiefly during the 
busiest period of voting which occurred approximately between 11.00am and 3.00pm.   

 
 

1.10 Voter assistance 
Numerous instances of election officials providing voters with assistance through the voting process 
were encountered during the OM’s visits.  None were interpreted by the OM as deliberate attempts by 
election officials to influence or hinder the electoral process.   

Common examples included assisting elderly or blind voters in completion of the ballot paper, guiding 
illiterate voters to their choice on the ballot paper, and helping voters confused by the voting procedure.  
In each case, there do not appear to have been family members on hand who could have acted in the 
electoral official’s stead.   

On each of the observed occasions, political entity observers were present and raised no objections.  In 
one polling station, electoral officials requested permission, by a display of hands  

                                                            

7 Independent High Electoral Commission, Polling And Counting Procedures For The Governorate Council Elections, 
(undated), p. 14, retrieved 9 February 2009, <http://www.uniraq.org/documents/Electoral 
040109/IHEC%20%20Polling%20and%20Counting%20Procedures%20-%20Text%20Only.pdf>. 
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from assembled observers, to assist an illiterate voter in casting their ballot.  Whilst assisting the voter 
the election official spoke so that all in the station could hear the conversation.  The OM was not present, 
and does not know of, instances where such a request was refused by observers.  Such a procedure is 
not laid down in the IHEC guidelines on polling and it is unclear what officials would have done had 
observers refused the request and made it almost impossible for the voter to cast their vote. 
 
 
1.11 Ballot Box Monitors 

The role of the Ballot Box Monitor, namely to safeguard the ballot box8, often put them in direct contact 
with voters’ ballots which were frequently handed to them.  No malpractice was observed and efforts 
were made to ensure ballot papers were placed directly into the ballot box. 

 
 

1.12 Unauthorised persons in polling station 
Over the course of voting, control was maintained over the entry and exit of people from polling stations.   

However these controls appear to have broken down in one instance observed by the OM.  Following 
the IHEC’s decision to extend voting by one hour the OM travelled to the Batnaya polling centre where 
allegations had been made of ballot box tampering by an unauthorised senior party official who had 
entered the polling station. 

During the ensuing investigation by election officials, it was noted by the OM that unauthorised persons 
were present in the polling station and there no longer appeared to be any general oversight over who 
was permitted entry to the polling station. 

 
 

1.13    Use of camera telephones 
In one polling centre the centre managers claimed to the OM that he had received orders from the IHEC 
in Mosul to take pictures using mobile telephones of any international observers entering his centre. No 
other centre manager took pictures of the OM. 

No explanation was provided and the members of the OM were not invited to view the images or told to 
whom they were sent, if at all. 
 
 
1.14   Family voting 
Several instances were observed of families voting together and often conversing between voting 
booths.  Whilst the assistance was consensual it nevertheless represented an infringement of voter 
privacy.  But election officials did prevent spouses from providing voter assistance when none was 
required.

                                                            

8 Independent High Electoral Commission, Polling And Counting Procedures For The Governorate Council Elections, 
(undated), p. 9, retrieved 9 February 2009, <http://www.uniraq.org/documents/Electoral 
040109/IHEC%20%20Polling%20and%20Counting%20Procedures%20-%20Text%20Only.pdf> 
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From its observations, the OM wishes to make the following recommendations to the IHEC: 
 
1. That full investigations are made into all complaints submitted to the IHEC, and feedback 

made public. This ensures the voting public, especially those with grievances, do not feel 
disenfranchised from the electoral process; 
 

2. That robust measures are taken to ensure that IDPs are not illegitimately deprived of their right 
to vote; 
 

3. That changes to the electoral process are not be made on the day of voting because such 
inconsistency undermines voter confidence; 
 

4. That polling staff undertake sufficient training prior to election day duties. This is to ensure 
consistency between polling centres as well as to protect observers from accusations of 
malpractice. 
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Polling Centre: 313008 
Location: Batnaya, Telkaif District, Nineveh Province 

 
Introduction  
The joint Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization (UNPO) and Assyria Council of Europe 
(ACE) Observation Mission (OM) draws attention to the following case study that outlines violations of 
the Independent High Electoral Commission (IHEC)’s electoral policy.  
  
Background 
The OM visited Batnaya Polling Centre three times on Saturday 31 January 2009. During the first visit 
(10.05am to 10.40am) there were no major issues to report.  
 
Upon hearing of problems with Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) who wished to cast their votes, the 
OM returned and made a second visit to the polling centre at 12pm. A large group of approximately 100 
IDPs had gathered at the main checkpoint to the town of Batnaya having been told by electoral officials 
that they were not permitted to vote.  
 
The OM returned again at 5.20pm to observe the closing of the ballot boxes. A number of IDP voters 
were still present, and who stated that they had remained in and around the Batnaya Polling Centre 
throughout the day.  
 
Summary of observations 
The following instances of electoral malpractice were observed: 
1. Prevention of voters from voting due to a shortage of ballot papers and/or illegal closure of the 

Polling Station before the scheduled deadline of 6.00pm. 
2. Prevention of registered voters with full identification from voting.  
3. Violation of the official feedback and complaints mechanisms.  
4. Improper handling of sensitive materials. 
5. Improper voter registration. 

 
Observations in detail 
1. Prevention of voters from voting due to a shortage of ballot papers OR illegal closure 

of the Polling Station before the scheduled deadline of 6.00pm. 
On arrival in the station at 5.30pm the ballot box had already been secured, even though nationwide 
voting had been extended until 6pm. We were told that they had closed voting ahead of time because 
of a shortage of ballot papers. Upon checking the other IDP stations in the Centre we found all other 
ballot boxes remained open. Even though the box had been secured before 5.30pm, the officials only 
started to pack away the sensitive materials at 6.45pm. At this time, the OM noted a surplus of at least 
6 ballot paper booklets (each containing 50 ballots). This observation calls into question the legitimacy 
of the explanation for closing the station early. Please see the photo overleaf. 
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The packing of sensitive materials at Batnaya Polling Station (Photo: ACE) 

 

2. Prevention of registered voters with full identification from voting.  
One man still in the room at 5.30pm was an IDP who had been told earlier in the day to return with 
different documentation. He returned with the requested papers but was refused the right to vote. It 
is believed this happened to many IDPs in this Centre.  

 
3. Violation of the official feedback and complaints mechanisms. 

Another IDP told an OM member that he had asked to lodge an official complaint upon being 
refused the right to vote. He was incorrectly advised by the station manager that only political entity 
observers had the right to lodge a complaint. 

 
4. Improper handling of sensitive materials 

The OM was concerned by the presence of unattended sensitive material in the Station, regardless 
of the fact that voting had ended and the ballot box had been sealed. A large number of people 
including station officials, observers, security officials and IDPs who had not been permitted to vote, 
moved in and out of the room freely. Security seemed to be lacking at this stage of the day, 
worryingly so when such an amount of sensitive material was present. This material included ballot 
papers, pens, security bags, Form 141 and the ink pad. The official stamp was not amongst the 
visible materials and upon inquiring into its whereabouts, a Station official produced it from her 
handbag. She said: “I put it in my bag because people were coming and going and I was afraid”. 
She continued: “It was the station manager who told me to put it in my bag”. Whilst it may be true 
that this Station official was concerned about the security of the ink stamp, secreting the stamp away 
in a handbag equally indicates the potential for fraudulent activity and/or highlights significant 
deficiencies in the training received by polling station staff.  

 
5. Improper voter registration 

The Station voter register that contains the names and signatures of voters also included 
handwritten entries at the back of the book. These entries included IDP information and their 
signatures. Officials asserted that these IDPs had been permitted to vote. This directly contradicts 
the testimonies of IDPS the OM had spoken to earlier. Several had said they had remained in 
Batnaya all day, and were eventually told they could vote at 4.00pm. They were requested to write 
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their details in the book and sign their name. Once they had done so, an official said that they had 
just received information that once again prohibited the IDPs from voting.  

 
This raises two major concerns. Firstly, handwritten identification entries directly contravene the 
IHEC electoral regulation. The booklets have been printed to ensure that only registered voters can 
vote. Secondly, keeping this level of information and retaining the signature of IDPs allows for 
potentially fraudulent activity. 
 
One police officer present in the Station at 5.30pm told a member of the OM on condition of 
anonymity that he had walked into the Polling Station when the door had been closed. He said he 
saw several of the station officials around the ballot box that he described as acting suspiciously. He 
saw the ballot box secured soon after. The OM is concerned that the handwritten entries have 
provided a smokescreen behind which ballot stuffing has occurred. The IDPs were prohibited from 
voting having already signed the book. The same number of ballots as handwritten entries may have 
been illegally placed before the box was closed. These handwritten entries may have been lodged in 
Form 141. This means that if illegal ballots were placed, they will still correlate with the number of 
supposed voters. 
 
Conclusion 
Whilst the UNPO/ACE team commend the progress that has been made in the electoral process in 
Iraq over the last four years, we believe that a full investigation must be conducted into the problems 
that occurred in Batnaya Polling Centre 313008. Whilst we acknowledge that a single instance of 
polling irregularity is not necessarily representative of nationwide practice, collectively, such 
instances undermine the quality of the electoral process. 
 
Recommendation 
The UNPO/ACE team therefore call on the IHEC to investigate the above practices and to make 
their findings publicly available.   
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Source: United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 

 
Note: This map has been altered from the original to meet the needs of this report.  To access 
the map in its original format, please consult http://www.uniraq.org/docsmaps/maps.asp. 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The Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization (UNPO) is an international, 
nonviolent, and democratic membership organisation, which facilitates the protection and 
promotion of human and cultural rights, finding nonviolent solutions to conflicts that affect 
them. It was established in 1991 in the Peace Palace, The Hague, the Netherlands. 
 
PO Box 85878 
2508 CN The Hague 
The Netherlands 
  
Tel: +31 (0)70 36 46 504 
Fax: +31 (0)70 36 46 608 
E-mail: unpo@unpo.org  
Homepage: http://www.unpo.org/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Assyria Council of Europe (ACE) is a Brussels based advocacy group, established in 
2007 and formed to take responsibility for raising awareness of the plight of Iraq’s Assyrian 
people after the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime within the institutions of the European 
Union (EU). 
 
Homepage: http://www.assyriacouncil.eu/ 
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The joint UNPO- ACE Election Observation Mission (OM) consisted of three individuals: 
 
Mr. Afram Yakoub 
Project Director of the Assyria Council of Europe, based in Brussels, Belgium.  
 
Mr. Andrew Swan 
Project Coordinator, Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization, based in Brussels, 
Belgium. 
 
Ms. Maggie Murphy 
Project Assistant, Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organization, based in The Hague, 
the Netherlands. 
 
 


